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Utu Soulful Lighting unveils the new 
lighting design -Pyppe

Pyppe family

Pairing smooth and rough surfaces that contrast with one another, Pyppe lamp collection gives way to a new 
approach in shape and balance.

Emphasizing the tension between mass and shape, it provides soft points of interaction that connect sinuous and 
delicate forms with poised proportions.   

A collection that is raw and expressive yet sophisticated, where each lamp complements each other but can 
ultimately exist solely with a strong personality of its own.

 

www.utulamps.com
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www.utulamps.com

About Utu Soulful Lighting: 

Utu soulful lighting is the response to an urge to create lighting solutions which enrich spaces with individuality and 
meaning.

Born from the creative hub Mambo Unlimited Ideas, Utu presents a versatile lighting collection, with pieces holding 
quite distint characters and for di�erent uses, including suspension, table, floor and wall lamps in a wide range of 
possible finishings.

We produce unique, quality products – while our work draws inspiration from every corner of the globe, it never-
theless remains rooted in local knowledge and crafts expertise. Utu’s growing international presence reflects our 
aproach and reputation: we o�er unique products and a dedicated team ready to collaborate with professionals 
worldwide.

We believe that lighting contributes tremendously to how one experiences spaces, as it is able to, very e�ciently, 
influence the perception and appearance of what surrounds us; to shift sensations and feelings.

We welcome you to our world, where creativity, quality and reliability are the guidelines.

For further information, please visit www.utulamps.com

Follow on social media with #utulamps
Share and post on Instagram: @utulamps
Share and like on Facebook: www.facebook.com/utulamps
Share on Pinterest: @utulamps

Press contact: Rita Ramos
press@utulamps.com
+3512181333391

NOTE TO EDITORS

2019 Special Mention
German Design Award
Agnes Couch by Mambo Unlimited Ideas

2019 Special Mention
German Design Award
Link by Utu Soulful Lighting
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